Invited Plenary Presentations

Heineken Prize Lecture

A Core Brain System in Assembly of Cognitive Episodes
John Duncan, Cambridge  (introduced by Michael Tomasello)
Thursday August 1st, 09:00

Rumelhart Prize Lecture

It's all Connected in Developmental Process: The Body, the Statistics, Visual Object Recognition, and Word Learning
Linda Smith, Indiana University  (introduced by Peter Dayan)
Friday August 2nd, 18:00

Keynote Talks

Cooperative Machines: Coordinating Minds and Bodies Between People and Social Robots
Cynthia Breazeal, MIT  (introduced by Ipke Wachsmuth)
Thursday August 1st, 18:00

Shared Agency
Michael E. Bratman, Stanford  (introduced by Natalie Sebanz)
Friday August 2nd, 09:00

Core Social Cognition
Elizabeth Spelke, Harvard  (introduced by Michael Pauen)
Saturday August 3rd, 09:00